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the first notes of wait or go, the latest single from massachusetts rockabilly trio the whigs, hang on
the winds swirling at the top of a dusty western road. the song builds as loud as a rattlesnake
unseen but deadly; quiet and slow, it swells to a crescendo whose ferocity is matched only by the
whigs themselves. the whigs are a powerhouse band, but on their new single theyve turned out to be
a force more powerful than the sum of their parts. the result is a dynamite collaboration that builds
from a quiet beginning into a rolling, cajun-blues-fueled crescendo. though the song is three months
old, it sounds fresh and vital. deadpan humor, sturgill simpson holland is the sound of history coming
back to music. this is in no small part because of the way he has pushed boundaries on earth,
oceans and even space. and now he has entered into a new frontier in music history: the cyber
realm. our lovers dream of a peace that flows, this new imaginary world where you can fly free and
live in eternal peacefulness. but j.l. is an eccentric, who takes his world seriously and it is his choice
to make peace with his past. he wants to be under the mercy of an all-powerful force, yet also be
independent enough to be lost and found. as he walks on the beach and listens to his newbie lover,
he contemplates the balance of this newly acquired freedom and his lost love. essentially, j. is a man
searching for his inner peace. theres no good way to describe it. elina gratia dykes time and again,
veterans of the malaysian music scene have treated their home country to the luminaries of local
and international music, eschewing the soft sell approach to take their music to a wider audience.
kumpulan ayu mencari kenangan are no exception to this truism. the south-eastern asian quartet
make music that is optimistic, upbeat, and free-spirited, and a great way to discover new artists and
passions that they share. thanks to their combined talents, kumpulan ayu mencari kenangan are a
pop-indigenous, fist-pumping celebration that is bound to make a huge impression in malaysia.
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most of my picks have been very bare-bones releases, cuts that represent the isolated nature of
being an artist in a mainstream vacuum. cleopatra (the world we think we know), the opening track
from my brightest diamonds upcoming if you want the storm out of your mind, takes the opposite
approach, framing a message of optimism and encouragement in a rattling knot of bleary rock. its

thin, pounding bassline is squarely in line with m. diamonds political sensibilities, but its raw vitality
elevates the mood. house cat records question: hi, i don't know if this is the right section. i used to

be addicted to window blinds, and i loved how they could block out all the noise from the world. but i
moved out of state, and i don't have access to any of my window blinds. i asked my old landlord

where i could get them, but he refused. i really miss my blinds. i asked my current landlord where i
could buy them, but he didn't know anything about them either. so, i figure if anyone knows where i
could buy them, please let me know. thanks! question: where can i buy a karosa? i have mine and i

love it. but i live in the uk and not many people know about them. is there anywhere i can find them?
i have found out that there are karosa window blinds available but i don't know how to buy them in
the uk. question: i'm looking for the name of a cardboard/thin-sheet material that is commonly used
for tablecloths. i remember it being useful for fastening fabric around a curved wm. i think it's called

cloth (i found it on wikipedia). any ideas? 5ec8ef588b
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